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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

RESEARCH hlEtmRANDuM

FREE-FIZ’GHTPRESSURE ~ OVER A FIARE-STABIIJZED

ROCKET lK)DELWITH A l&)DIFIEDVON * NOSE

FOR MACH mms UPTo 4.3

By WilJ3sm M. Bland, Jr., and Ronald Kolenkiewicz

SUMMARY

Pressures were measured during a
attack over a rocket model consisting
combination with a cylindrical center
The static pressures were measured at
station, and two flare stations. The

free-fld.ghttest at zero angle of
of a modified Von I@rm6rLnose in
section and a 10° haH-angle flare.
two nose stations, one cylinder
data were obtained at Mach numbers

up to 403, for which the corresponding Reynolds nunber per foot was

14.8 x 106 during the first- and second-stage accelerating and coasting
pericds of a four-stage model. The experimental pressures agreed in
general with those predicted by the second-order end Taylor-Maccoll
theories. The probability of separation at the cylinder-flare junction
of the mcxlelis considered. The pressure distribution on the flare was
found to compare well with that on the flare of a similer free-f13#ht
model previously tested;

INTRODUCTION

In conjunction with the problem of aerodynamic heating currently
being investigatedby the Pilotless Aircraft Research Diiision of the
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, there has been a need for experimental
body pressure data in order that the heat-transfer data may be correlated
on the basis of measured local flow conditions. Consequentlyj instru-
mentation for pressure measurements waa included in a four-stage hy-per-
sonic flare-stabilized model that was approximately a scsled version of
the heat-transfer model of references 1 and 2. This model was also
similar in some respects to the heat-transfer model of reference 3.

Pressure measurements made on the nose, cylinder, and flare of the
model are presented in this report for I@ch numbers up to 4.3. The model
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attained a maximum Mach nurtiberof 8.4. However, the part of the flight
test at the higher Mach nunibersoccurred at much highgr altitudes than . ~
anticipated because the desired flight path was not adhered to. Con-
sequently, the instrumentationinstalled in the model was unable to
measure accurately the low pressures encountered during the high-speed
portion of the flight test. The flight test was conducted at the Langley
Pilotless Aircraft Research Station at WaUops Island, Va.

—

The pressure data are compared with some existing theoretical data
for obtaining a pressure distribution over a body in supersonic fli@t,
and the prob~bi~ty of separation at the
model is considered.

SYMBOLS

cylinde;-flare-

%
l~(P - Pm)

pressure coefficient,
%0

D dtsmeter of cylinder, in.

20 length of model,

M Mach number

P static pressure}

measured from station zero

lb/sq in.

q dynsmic pressure, lb/sq ft

R

r

t

v

Xo

P

P

junction of the

Reynolds nuniber,
(N2—, where Z is a characteristic length
P

radius, in.

time from start of test flight, sec

velocity, ft/8ec

axial distance from station zero, in.

density of air, slugs/cu ft

viscosity of air, slugs/ft-sec

Subscripts:

m free-stream conditions

K%@l@5Zl@!5ZZ!Z!
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A station on

=+
B station on

c station on

D station on

E station on

c station on

Von K&m&n nose (fig. l(b))

Von K&m&nose (fig. l(b))

cy13nder (fig. l(b))

flare (fig. l(b))

flare (fig. l(b))

cylinder for model of reference 3

1 first station on flsre for model of reference 3

2 second station on flare for model of reference 3

3 third station on flare for mdel of reference 3

f denotes station at the beginning of the fke

14JDELDESCRIPTION

The model, which consisted of a modified Von K6.rm&nnose shape of
fineness ratio 5.0, a cylinder of fineness ratio 5.0, snd a frustum of
a 10° semivertex angle cone, is shown in a sketch in figure 1 ti in a
photograph in figure 2. .

The model, except for the smtenna and the nose tip, was in general
a 1.083-scd_e model of the configuration tested in references 1 and 2.
The sntenna fins used on the model in references 1 and 2 were replacedby
an antenna which was formed by separating the model nose with insulation
from station 8 to 8.25 and using the forward portion of the nose as an
antenna. The Von K&m& nose was modified by attaching a 10° semivertex
angle cone at its point of tangency on the Von K&m& nose. This point
of tangency occurs at station 3.679 (8.35 percent of the Von ~ nose),
the stations being measured in inches from the apex of the cone. The
cone was then blunted as shown in figure l(a). The nose of the model
back to station 6.384 was machined from stainless steel, and frcm sta-
tion 6.3W to station 11, from mild steel.

Between stations 11 and 35.75 the skin was fabricated from l/32-inch-
thick bconel. A radiation shield was mounted under the skin to protect
the instruments and telemeter enclosed in this portion of the model from
heat radiated inward when the skin reached high temperatures.. This radia-
tion shield was made of l/32-inch-thick magnesium alloy and only touched
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the Inconel skin at stations XL and 35.750.
and 37.)25 was a steel structure intended to
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Between stations 35.750
be Part of an antenna that ~L.

was not tied. Rearward of station 37.125 the m~elwae made of l/6&&ch-
thick stainless steel with the tail flare (starting at station 66.488)
being supported internally by a balsa &nd mshogsny plywood structure.
The entire external surface of the model was polished.

INSTRUMENTATT.ONAND ACCURACY

Pressures at several locations on the body and accelerations along
each body axis were measured with 10 instruments mounted in the bdy.
Static pressures were measured at five stations located along the surface
as shown in figure l(b). Pressures at four stations (A, B, D, and E)
were measured directly with instruments that could measure pressures to
14 lb/sq in. gage with a possible error of &o.28 lb/sq in. The pressure
at station C was measured with reference to the pressure at station D
with a differential instrument that could measure a pressure difference
to 3.5 lb/sq in. with a possible error of *0.07 lb/sq in. The static
pressure at statim C was obtained from this pressure differential and
the pressure at station D.

Other instrumentation consisted of ground-based radsr uni%s for
measuring model velocity and for obtaining the position of the model in
space. A rawinsonde carried aloft by a balloon protided measurements
of atmospheric conditions at the time of,the flight test..

.-
TEST

The four-stage propulsion system used in this test, which was the
same as that used in the investigation of reference 11 consisted of a
Nike (M5 JATO) booster for the first and second stages, a T40 motor for
the third stage, smd a T55 motor for the fourth stage. The model, which
contained the T55 motor, and the three booster stages are shown in fig-
ure 3 as they appeared on the launcher. AIL data presented were obtaLped
before third-stage ignition. The trajectory tie by the model whfle the
data were being obtained is shown in figure 4. Time histories of atmos-
pheric pressure, density, dynamic pressure, and altitude are shown in
figure 5. The time histories of Mach number, velocity, and Reynolds
number per foot we shown in figure 6.

The velocity during this test was obtained for the time interval
up to 22.5 seconds by DoppWr radar, for the interval from 22.5 to
25 seconds by integrating the accelerometer.data, and for time after
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25 seconds by differentiating the range data
d. based radar measurements.

as obtained from ground-

RISULTS AND DISCUSSION

The trajectory and the time histories of the flight conditions shown
in figures 4, 5, and 6 were newly the same as those of the model in
references 1 and 2. Similar aerodymmic heating conditions should there-
fore exist on the two models. The model of references 1 and 2 at a sta-
tion of 83.8 percent of its Von K&m&n nose had a maximum measured skin
temperature of 1,155° R (t = 23 see) during the similar flight period.

Time histories of pressure obtained during this test are shown in
figure 7. Because of the uncertainty of the pressure data at low magni-
tudes resulting from the fixed possible instrument errors, pressure-
dependent parameters were computed only for times prior to 22 seconds.
Also because of the scatter in the measurements, probably caused by
unsteady local flow conditions, these parameters were not presented for

. Mach numbers less than 1.5. Absence of static pressure data during
certain times at station C is due to the fact that these values were
measured differentially between stations C and D (fig. 8) and during

. several intervals this instrument went off scale. The time history of
the difference between the static pressure on the flare, statfon D, and
on the cylinder ahead of the flare, station C, is shown in figure 8. The
tendency of this curve to approach zero between t = 10 seconds and
t = 15 seconds and after t= 20 seconds may mostly be accounted for
by a decreasing Mach nuniberin these ranges.

Figure 9 shows both experimental and theoretical (refs. 4 and 5)
variations of pressure coefficient with free-stream Mach number at all
static pressure orifice stations. More than one experimental point for
a given orifice at a M&ch number was obtained when the model went through
the same Mach number more than once (before a time of 22 seconds). When
this occurred these points agreed well.

In figure g(a) the experimental points on the nose, stations A
and B, are compared with theoretical values from reference 4 which were
calculated for a Von K&m&n nose with a short conical tip. The experi-
mental points for orifice A, located at 10.33 percent of the Von K&m&
nose length, were somewhat above the second-order theoretical values
(ref. 4) below ~chnmnber 3, but agreed wellat the higher Mach numbers.
Experimental points for orifice B, located at 27.33 percent of the
Von K&m&n nose length, were considerably above values predicted by the
second-order theory for a Von K&rn&n nose (ref. 4) in the low Mach num-

. ber region and agreed better as the Mach number increased. It should
be noted that large differences between the experimental and theoretical

.
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pressure coefficients me not accompanl.edby correspondingly large dif-
ferences in the pressures used to derive these coefficients. Some
results for orifice B, shown in table 1, i~ustrate this fact.

~+-
From

this comparison it can be seen that pressures estimated with theoretical
pressure coefficients that do not correkte we~ with experiment may not
be much in error.

Further disagreement between experiment end theo~y for orifices ~ – ““
and B may be attributed to the fact that the theoretical values from
reference 4 were necessarily obtained (for computatio~l reasons) for a
nose with a shsrp cone tangent to the Von K&m&n nose at a station that
was less than 5 percent of the nose length. The experimental data of
the present test were obtained from a Von K&rm6n nose having a blunted
cone tangent to the Von K6rmdn nose at 8.35 percent of nose length.

The experimental values of the pressure coefficient at station C;
located on the cylinder, are shown in figure g(b). In the region where
the values of the pressure coefficients were not obtained, an upper
limit or boundary may be drawn. This upper limit may-be calculated by
observing that the differential pressure, ~ - l%, went off the high *
side of its scale; that is, ~ - pC > 3.51b/sq In. Since the experi-
mental static pressure ~ Is a known quantity, the inequality maybe

solved for pC and an u~er limit for experimental pressure coefficients “

at station C may be obtained end drawn in as shown in--figureg(b).

Pressure coefficients at stations D and E, located on the flare, are
compared in figure g(b) with Taylor-kccoll wedge and cone theory (ref. 5).
For ea unseparated flow it would be expected that the experimental points
for these two stations would lie between values obtained by wedge and
cone theory, with the forward orifice (station D) nearer the values given
by wedge theory and the rear orifice (station E) nearer that given by
cone theory. This may be seen to hold true up to a Mach number of about
2.3, after which the pressure coefficient values of orifice D cross over ._ :
and drop below those of orifice E. At a ~ch number of about 3.25 the
pressure coefficients at orifice D drop below the region between wedge
and cone theory and continue to decrease as the Mach number increases.
‘Takinginstrument accuracy into account would not raise the experimental
points at D enough to remain between the two theoretical curves. The
foregoing results may be due to separation of the boundary layer at the
cylinder-flare junction. The differential pressure between orifices C
and D, presented in figure 8, wiw measured~n order to determine if the
flow had separated ahead of the flare. For a supersoiiicflow that does
not separate, a shock wave would form at the beginning of the flare
between stations C and D.

—
This shockwave would cause a higher static

pressure at----Dthan at C, the difference being positive if taken in
the ssme sense as figure 8.

.
As separation occurs the_shock wave would
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move forward until, when it moves forwud of station C, the static pres-
sure differential, ~ - PC, would be zero.

In figure 8, except for time near take-off, the value of ~ - PC
is zero only after t = 35 seconds. !I!hisresult is attributed to
increasing altitude and decreasing l&ch nuder rather than to se~ated
flow. In this test the differential.pressure meamrements across the
flare-cylinder junction of the mdel, ~ - Pc, do not indicate separated

flow; however, the distance between orifice C and the beginning of the
flare is 3.020 inches. A sepsrated flow in this region,which had not
extended forward to orifice C would not be indicated by the differential

pressure, ~ - PC.

The relative change in magnitude of the pressure coefficients at
the forward and rearward flsre stations, as previously noted also

Aoccurred on the mdel of reference 3 which consisted of a 25 total
angle conical.nose, a cylinder of fineness ratio 4.8, and a frustum of
a 10° semivertex angle cone. A portion of the data from reference 3 is
presented in figure 10 along with data from this test. Figure 10 shows
a distribution of pressure coefficients along the body at various Mach
numbers. The model of reference 3 was superimposed upon the model of
the present investigation in such manner as to make the station at the
beginning of their flares coincide. The experimental and theoretical
(ref. 4) pressure-coefficient distributions are shown over aportion of
the nose of the body. The pressure coefficient on the cylinder for the
model of reference 3 may be seen to be about zero.

The flares of both models, shown in figure 10, had 10° semivertex
angles. For the model of reference 3 the pressure coefficients at the
first flare station, Cp,l, were greater than those of the second flsre

station, CP,2, for Mach nunibersless than 2. For l.kchnunihersabove 2.5

the relative position of these points changed. Similar behavior was
observed in the ssme Wch nwber rsmge for corresponding flare stations,
CP,D and CP,E for the model of this test. A third flare pressure

coefficient, CP,3, messured farther to the rear on the model of refer-

ence 3 and pressure coefficients predicted by wedge and cone theories
(ref. 5) me also shown in figure 10. Table II gives the value of the
Reynolds nuniberfor the two models compared in figure 10.

Results of a wind-tunnel test of a scale model of the vehicle used
in the present investigation are presented in reference 6. These results
indicate that at Mach number 6.8 separation, if present, was not discern-
ible at the cylinder-flare junction if the Reynolds nuniber,based on

cy~nder dismeter, exceeded 0.6 x 106 and the flow was turbulent. The
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lowest Reynolds number, based on cylinder diameter, reached by the free-
*-

flight model after launching (and before t = 22 sec~ was 2.06x 106 at ~.-
Mach nurtiber0.862. This Reynolds number is 3.44 times higher them the
Reynolds number at which separation in the flare region was discernible.
The results of reference 6, with differences in Mch number ignored,
would substantiate doubt of significant separation at the beginning of
the flare for this model.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Pressures have been measured at five stations along a modified
Von K6rr&n nose-cylinder-flareconfiguration in free flight at zero
singleof attack to Mch number 4.3. Experimental pressure coefficients
at two stations on the nose were found to be in agreement with second-
order theory for Wch number greater than 2.5. Pressure measured at

.—

two succeeding flare stations indicated that the forward station had a
higher static pressure than the rearward station for a Mach number below
about 2.3. At higher Mach nunibersthe rearward station had the higher
static pressure value.

.
SePaation in front of the flare could be the . _

cause of this reversal in the relative value of the s“taticpressures
measured at the two flsre stations. However, differential pressure 6
measured across the station where the flue begins gave no indication
of separation. A possible explanation is that a separated flow could
have occurred between the differential press#e orifi>es and was there-
fore not indicated by the differential”pressure-measurements. The pres- ~ _ .
sure distribution on the flare was found to compare well with that
obtained for a similar free-flight model.

—

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Cotittee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., September 27, 1957.
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TABLE I.- TYPICAL VAIUES FOR ORIFICE B1

Percentage Approximate Percentage Approximate

&
difference portion due difference portion due
in static to instrument in pressure to instrument
pressure inaccuracy coefficient inaccuracy

2.5 8.0 *3.O 45.7 &30
*3.O 27.3 *15

;:;5 ;:? +3.0 23.2 *1O

‘At a free-stream Mach number of’2.5 the percentage difference
between the measured static pressure and theoretical static pressure
(ref. 4) is 8.o percent. of-this 8.()-percentdifference approximate~
+3.0 percent may be due to inaccuracy of the instrument. The percentage
difference in the corresponding pressure coefficient iS 45.7. Of this
45.7 percent, t30.percent maybe due to instrument inaccuracy.

TABLE IT..-REYNOLOS m~s

Present test Reference 3
%

R/ft %? R/ft %

2.0 8.13x 106 45.OX 106 5.57x 106 27.9x 106
2.5 10.36 57’.4 6.79 34.0
3.0 u.58 64.2 7.89 39*5

13.39 74.2 8.73 43.7
?:; 14.58 80.8 ---------- ----------

-.
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Figure l.- General axraugment of Mel.
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Figure 4.- A part of trajectory followed by model.
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Figure 9.- Vmiation of the pressure coefficient with
number.

free-stream Mach .
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